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â€œAndroid on windowsâ€• was an alien thought few weeks before the launch of BlueStackss. BlueStackss
is a software package, which makes the android application runs on any Windows platforms, the
way it is designed to run. BlueStacks is an android player that creates an environment capable of
running Android apps on your Pc and laptop. Enjoying these apps on full screen sized pc monitors
is a great fun.

However, the Android player for PC is still in its infancy, it has claimed a global applause. A record
number of 550 thousands downloads has been recorded in past six weeks, as reported by the
company. One can play, organize, and use all the application of the android device on their pc.
However, few applications which are rely on motion detection or are GPS based may not function
properly. BlueStacks have also reported that many other applications may function slow too and
have posted the news on their official website as well.

One can directly download the application from the company website and start using addictive
features the android player. With the installation of Cloud Connect on your actual android device,
one can also push the app installed on mobile or tablet to PC or laptop where the android player has
been installed. The best part of BlueStacks, the android player for windows is that it comes free.
Though, the software pack is in its alpha stage, a pro version is estimated to be launched soon. In
the pro version, one can expect the premium games like Ninja and angry birds to be bundled.

BlueStacks Android player for windows is in direct competition with Alien Dalvik 2.0, but promises to
deliver much more than that. All the touch screen features of Android apps are seamlessly
controlled by the ease use of keyboard and mouse. With just one software installation in your PC,
you are able to access thousands of android application without much trouble.

In a nutshell, the future of BlueStacks Android player for windows seems to be very prospective as
many developers have joined hands to provide the android application directly to BlueStacks core
team.
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BlueStacks offers latest apps  for your PC or desktop by which you can a run android on pc  which
is compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a download apps for pc and enjoy
the android player.
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